Battery-free

kitchen scale
In history, there were moments when inventors were thinking outside the box....
12 years of innovation at YESHM
Battery – Free, Pure invention.

U Power – Battery Free – now also in the kitchen.
Make up your life activities

A simple twist of a button
Free energy anytime – tested for more than 50,000 operations
Evermore worryless
Not anymore…

Don’t worry about the battery recycling, and how to buy batteries
Much safer for your families
Details from edge to cutting edge

Seamless connection process structures, no screws exposed. We questioned every method of integrated design to achieve a remarkable level of fit and finish—and zero compromise.
Battery-free

**Kitchen Scale**

**K1747**

Scale size: 24.6x19.1x1.4cm  
Capacity: 5kg  
Division: 1g/0.05oz/ml  
Unit: g, lb, oz, water-ml, milk-ml  
Rotating switch/ Auto off  
Low power / Over-load indication  
Power: Battery Free